


Recycling one ton of paper saves 17 trees, 2 barrels of oil, 4,100
kilowatts of energy, 3.2 cubic  yards of landfill space and 60
pounds of air pollution. Recycling one aluminum can saves enough
electricity to power a TV for three hours
Recycling of a material would also produce a fresh supply of the same material—for example, used office
paper would be converted into new office paper, or used foamed polystyrene into new polystyrene.

Less than 1% of the worlds freshwater is readily available for human
use.
With the increase in the levels of saline water and contamination of freshwater bodies all around the world,
the water that can be used by humans is decreasing day by day. Water pollution also affects plants and
organisms living in these bodies of water; and the effect is damaging not only to individual species and
populations, but also to the natural biological communities.

20 to 50 million metric tons of electronic waste are generated
worldwide every year.
Electronic waste, e-waste or e-scrap describes loosely discarded, surplus, obsolete, or broken electrical or
electronic devices. Informal processing of electronic waste in developing countries causes serious health and
pollution problems. Some electronic scrap components, such as CRTs, contain contaminants such as lead,
cadmium, beryllium, mercury, and brominated flame retardants. 

One in four mammals is at risk of extinction. Marine mammals in
particular face even steeper odds, with one in three threatened.
A 2003 review across 14 biodiversity research centers predicted that, because of climate change, 15–37%
of land species would be "committed to extinction" by 2050. The ecologically rich areas that would potentially
suffer the heaviest losses include the Cape Floristic Region, and the Caribbean Basin. These areas might see
a doubling of present carbon dioxide levels and rising temperatures that could eliminate 56,000 plant and
3,700 animal species.

At least 50 million acres of rainforest are lost every year, totaling an
area the size of England, Wales and Scotland combined. 
The Rain Forests around the world is being cut down at an approximate rate of hundred acres every minute.
It removes a forest or stand of trees where the land is thereafter converted to a non-forest use. The most
common purpose of deforestation includes conversion of forestland to agriculture or urban use.



Sudarsan Pattnaik of Puri, India is the
inventor of sand art in India and has designed
hundreds of sand sculptures. He has won many
national and international awards for his
creative designs. Pattnaik created a green
coloured Hindu God Ganesha on the Puri sea
beach. This was to educate people through his
art about the effects of Global Warming. He
often makes many other sand sculptors to voice
his views about the cause. His ultimate objective
is to create awareness and enthusiasm among
the people.

In contemporary times people
all around the world are trying to
put across the green message to the
masses with the help of Arts. They
are using Paintings, Music, Dance,
Street Plays and Movies as a major
tool to do so. 

The Druk White Lotus School is located in Shey, Ladakh, in

northern India. The school not only educates its students to be green but

also does it in an environment which is eco-friendly as it uses various kinds of

sustainable resources. The master plan and school buildings, designed by

architects and engineers from Arup and Ove Arup & Partners, combine local

building techniques and materials with leading edge environmental design

to make them effective in the extreme climate. At the World Architecture

Awards, 2002 it won the prestigious awards of Best Asian Building, Best

Education Building, Best Green Building.

Franny Armstrong is a British documentary
film director who has shown in her works that art
has the ability to communicate facts and
emotions. She is known for her films which
include the climate change blockbuster The Age
of Stupid and Drowned Out, following the fight
against the Narmada Dam Project. Her most
recent project is the carbon reduction campaign
10:10, a global warming mitigation campaign
calling for a 10% reduction in carbon emissions
in 2010, which she founded in the UK in
September 2009 and which is now active in
more than 50 countries.

350.org is an international campaign that's building a
movement to unite the world around solutions to the climate
crisis—the solutions that science and justice demand. Their
mission is to inspire the world to rise to the challenge of the
climate crisis—to create a new sense of urgency and of
possibility for our planet.

GREEN TRIVIA
A carbon offset is a reduction in emissions of
carbon dioxide or greenhouse gases made in
order to compensate for or to offset an emission
made elsewhere.



Copenhagen is home to the world's most successful community
bicycle program and has been known as The City of Bikes. Currently 32% of
workers bicycle to work and 50 percent say they cycle to work because it is
fast and easy. The city's bicycle paths are extensive and well-used. They are
often separated from the main traffic lanes and sometimes have their own
signal systems.  Already one city neighborhood, the notorious commune
Christiania, is completely car-free.

In the Netherlands, cycleways are complete with their own traffic system.
Traffic signals are present at junctions, one set for motorised vehicles and a
visually smaller set for cyclists. Sometimes this is similar to a pelican crossing,
where the cyclists wait to cross the junction. Priority is also marked on the road,
showing whether the cyclist or the vehicle has priority. In many locations more
direct cycle routes exist which bypass traffic signals, allowing cyclists to make
more efficient journeys than motorists.

� The most energy efficient form of transportation 
ever invented.

� It is therapeutic for the mind and spirit.
� It can lead to lower health care expenses, so save

money for a nicer vacation.
� Save on the membership to a health club, get your

exercise by cycling to work.
� Its low impact on the body and the environment 

too.
� Cyclist can ignore the traffic jam reports.
� Cheaper and easier parking.
� Gives you more fresh air than a sauna and you can

still sweat and clean your pores

Wind Farming in India

Over 400 windmills have been set up in Jaisalmer,
Rajasthan, which collectively produce 150 megawatts of
power. The local needs are met by 35 megawatts of
electricity. The rest of the power is put on the grid that
supplies power to other parts of the state. 

Spread Awareness

The Ujaan festival is an attempt by the youth to
unite lovers of the arts for an important cause
of saving the Sunderbans which is depleting in
its area everyday. They believe that individuals
have the power, indeed, the responsibility to
change the world with their creativity.

� The most energy efficient form of transportation 
ever invented.

� It is therapeutic for the mind and spirit.
� It can lead to lower health care expenses, so save

money for a nicer vacation.
� Save on the membership to a health club, get your

exercise by cycling to work.
� Its low impact on the body and the environment 

too.



Green projects that just might save the world
Three Gorges Project, China

This hydroelectric dam will be the world's biggest when it's complete in 2011, producing
22,500MWh of earth-friendly electricity. The Three Gorges dam will remove some 100
million tonnes of CO2 and 2 million tonnes of SO2 that would otherwise have been
generated by coal-fired power stations.

Markbygden, Sweden

With 1,101 turbines located over 450 square kilometres, the
Markbygden wind farm will be one of the world's largest when
it goes on stream in 2020.

Siadar Wave Energy Project, Hebrides

The Siadar Wave Energy Project (SWEP) is one great example
of a Wave farm - power stations that harness the power of the
sea to generate energy. SWEP will produce 4MW of electricity
when it's complete in 2011 - enough to power 1,800 Scottish
homes on the Western Isles of Lewis and Harris.

Leyte Geothermal Field, Philippines

A natural abundance of 'hot rocks' has turned the Philippines
into the second biggest geothermal producer in the world,
generating gigawatts of electricity cheaply and sustainably.
Leyte, which produces 708MW of electricity, is the biggest of
five geothermal fields in the country - the total output of which
is enough to meet 28 per cent of The Philippines' energy needs.

Sevilla PV, Sanlúcar la Mayor, Spain

This solar farm near Seville, Spain, has to be one of the most
breathtaking in Europe. It comprises an array of 600 steel
mirrors that redirect the sunlight to the top of a 115m solar
tower. There, water vapour is turned into steam, which then
drives turbines that generate enough electricity to power 6,000
homes. Abengoa Solar, the company which runs the facility,
says the technology used in the project is actually very simple.
Its aim is for the 1.2MW farm to eventually generate enough
energy to power 600,000 homes.

Babcock Ranch, Florida

Currently awaiting approval, Babcock Ranch is a 19,500-
dwelling solar city that will also be home to one of the largest
photovoltaic energy generators - producing 75MW of
electricity. US developer Kitson & Partners says that will enable
the city to be a net contributor to the Sunshine State's energy
needs, even if Babcock Ranch inhabitants will still need to rely
on conventional heat and light sources once the sun goes
down. 


